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Captain’s Log
The 2020 fishing and boating season is one we’ll not soon forget, if
ever. We’d barely left the Boston Boat Show with new tackle on order
and great expectations when the unimaginable happened and nearly
everything came to a screeching halt. I say “nearly” everything because
while the rest of the world was sitting at home out of work and under
quarantine, we went fishing, and continued to do so right on through a
season that ultimately spanned the better part of eight months.
And what a season it was. Groundfishing was again outstanding with
lots of haddock and even a bonus halibut. Stripers returned in abundance and the tuna bite started early and stayed hot all summer. Despite a breezy spring, the winds settled out again offering ample opportunity to get offshore. While
life on dry land is best forgotten, the 2020 season provided plenty of pleasant memories on the water. We can only hope things will change onshore but regardless of how close to normal we return
there, you can rest assured there will be plenty of plans to spend time on the water in 2021. We
hope you’ll join us so we can create shared memories that we’ll all look back on more fondly. In
the mean time, sit back, relax and read about what might be out there waiting for you this year.

Capt. Bob
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Sport-Ventures channel for a
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“Many men go fishing all of their
lives without knowing that it
is not fish they are after."
— Henry David Thoreau

Every cloud has a sliver lining. While some
folks are concerned about a recent rise in
water temperatures, that warmth has
brought with it some unexpected and pleasant surprises. One is a rise in black sea bass
being caught in Casco Bay. These delectable
denizens of inshore waters offer a little more
variety to our relatively sparse seafood
menu.

As part of their effort
to reduce recreational
fishing mortality, the
Atlantic States Marine
Fisheries Commission
imposed new circle hook regulations
coastwide for any bait fishing. Included
in the regulations was an unintended requirement for circle hooks on tube and
worm rigs. At their spring meeting, ASMFC voted on a circle hook exemption
for tube rigs. Meanwhile, Maine and
Massachusetts will study what, if any impact this has on released fish.

Prior to the new year, Maine announced
plans to build an offshore floating wind array in an area vital to Maine’s commercial
and recreational fisheries. Much of the
baseline planning had already occurred before they invited stakeholders to comment,
and the fishing community is not happy.

Thanks in large
part to a groundfish workshop
conducted by the
NOAA Fisheries,
recreational cod
seasons have
been expanded.
Private anglers
can now fish from
April 1-14 and September 15-30 on their
own, and through October 7 on a charter
boat. The daily retention limit remains at 1
fish per day of 21 inches or greater.

Reel Easy Trident Custom Rod

Every Sea Falcon® lure is based on a handcarved original created by CEO and Chief Designer Tetsuya Itou, one of Japan's foremost lure designers. Based in Hamamatsu, Japan, they operate under the 'Total Package' concept, combining
all processes from planning and development to
manufacturing all under one roof. Sea Falcon
ensures supreme quality and continues to provide innovative products to the fishing world.
And now, thanks to an exclusive arrangement
with SPRO, Sea Falcon lures are available in the
U.S. Check with your local tackle shop of visit
them online at www.seafalconusa.com

The Trident
80/130 is a 130
rod tapered to an
80 tip that was
designed specifically for and by
bluefin tuna fisherman of New
England. Its light tip ensures your hookup with less pulled hooks
and tackle failure than the stiffer 130 rods on the market. Then,
the forgiving blank helps you battle wild headshakes or a rough
sea, keeping the rod loaded and the line tight. The Trident puts
you in control of your fish, not the other way around.

The TRAC-A-ROD FISHING ROD RACK...
...from Dubro Fishing is one of the easiest and most
adjustable fishing rod storage systems on the market.
Available in 2-Foot (6 rods) and 4-Foot model (12
rods) that hold both rod and reel and mount horizontally or vertically on the ceiling or wall or inside
boats, pickup trucks, vans and RVs. Check them out
at www.dubrofishing.com

Using advanced technology, Plano has engineered a tackle storage system that blocks
rust and stops corrosion 5x longer than a standard tackle box or the competition.
Completely infused into the storage boxes, the rust-stopping compound resides throughout
the entire container. Unlike competitors that use a few molded inserts to fight rust, Rustrictor
provides 360 degrees of complete protection against rust for up to five times longer than competitors. www.planofishing.com

Managers also projected that if current seasons,
creel limits and other regulations remained in
place, SSB would remain below objective levels at
least through 2023.

Maine’s most important inshore game fish
is in trouble

If you’ve been around long enough you’ve already heard the story of striped bass populations
rising and falling all along the Atlantic coast. In
1987, recreational and commercial anglers landed
only 440,439 fish, compared to more than 7 million
in 1997. While the 2017 harvest also topped 7 million, biologists and managers are concerned over
results from the most recent stock assessment.
Though stripers still seem abundant, the population
is not replenishing itself fast enough to keep up
with increased angling pressure. Demand exceeds
supply.
One of the indices fisheries managers look at is
Spawning Stock Biomass (SSB). After increasing
steadily through the 1980s and 1990s, SSB began a
gradual decline around 2003, which became sharper in 2012, eventually falling below both target and
threshold levels, indicating the stock is overfished.

The Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission’s Striped Bass Advisory Panel (AP) met in May,
2020 and again in September to propose new,
stricter regulations designed to promote population recovery. Ultimately, they charged individual
states with enacting measures that would accomplish a 25 percent reduction in take. They’re still
not sure that will allow stocks to recover, and further cutbacks may be necessary.
However, they also recognize the importance of
making sure both the fish and the fisheries remain
sustainable. Private and for-hire striped bass fishing
represents a multi-million dollar industry in states
like Maine.
There is reason for hope. The SSB considers only
fish of breeding age—28 inches or longer. The huge
schools of smaller fish that have inundated Casco
Bay for the past three seasons should be entering
that size class over the next three years, hopefully
increasing recruitment and almost certainly improving legal catches. There’s nothing wrong with
taking a few home to eat, but take only what you
need and handle those you plan to release carefully.

Proper Catch & Release Handling of Striped Bass
Unintended fish deaths and injuries can be prevented Use Tackle That Minimizes Unintended Harm to
by following these simple handling rules for fish you Fish
intend to release:
The use of larger hooks or baits can be used to avoid
capture of small fish.
• Be attentive and set the hook immediately to prevent the fish from swallowing the hook (not necesDO NOT USE Yo-Yo Rigs (natural bait rigs where
sary with circle hooks).
the bait is weighted with embedded lead and other

• If the hook is swallowed, do not forcefully remove
it. Cut the line off as close to the mouth as possible
and then release the fish.
• Leave the fish in the water while removing the
hook. If you need to remove the fish from the water,
wet your hands or use a wet rag in order to preserve
the protective mucous layer on the outside of the
fish.
• Don’t use the gills or eyes as a handhold. On larger
fish, remember to support under the belly.
• Return the fish to the water head first. Revive a fatigued fish by supporting it in a swimming position
in the water and gently move it back and forth until it
can swim off.
• Use knotless landing nets. They’re less damaging
to the fish and tangle hooks less. Only use gaffs on
fish you intend to keep.

Use Circle Hooks, Wide Gap Hooks, and Barbless
Hooks
The use of circle, wide gap and barbless hooks greatly reduces the chance of lethal wounding for released
fish. We highly recommend their use for bait fishing
and for inattentive/inexperienced anglers to reduce
post release mortality levels. Also, consider using
single hooks in lieu of trebles or doubles – easier on
the fish as well as the angler. If fishing with artificials, flatten the hook barb with a pair of pliers or file
down the barb.

hardware and tackle is not attached directly to the
line). Tie all tackle to the main line to prevent loss.
Lost bait rigs will inevitably be consumed by other
fish, birds or marine mammals, oftentimes with
deadly results.

The battle was nearing its end. After an hour-long
tug of war the fish was finally pinwheeling under the
boat. “Color!” shouted the rod man, seeing a silvery
glow materialize out of the depths. This is it, moment
of truth, the point when most fish are lost.
Weakening, the fish yielded more line with each
loop toward the boat, slowly, gradually being drawn
closer toward the waiting harpoon. “Now,” instructed
the mate and the captain left the helm and hefted the
eight-foot pole with its deadly brass dart. One more
turn and the fish would be in striking distance.
“Short,” was all the captain said, and the mood suddenly changed from tense to relaxed, and disappointed. It was below the 73-inch minimum for a commercial fish and would have to be cut loose, a common
occurrence in the Gulf of Maine last year.
Bluefin tuna are among the most sought-after fish
in the sea. Their strength and tenacity are unmatched
in sport fishing, and once caught their corpses can
fetch thousands, sometimes tens of thousands of dollars. Battles have been waged for decades, between
angler and fish, angler and buyer, angler and biologist
and even between countries.

While some stakeholders in ICCAT believe western Atlantic
Bluefin tuna are declining and need further cutbacks in quota,
catch rates of younger fish tell a very different story.

sustainable population. Each shows up with a different
set off data to back their claims. While one side
claims the species is in decline and in need of quota
cutbacks, the other says the species is healthy and expanding, and anecdotal data from the past several
years seems to support the latter.

On one side are scientists largely supported by
charitable contributions from conservation organizaBluefin know no boundaries within their watery
tions, who claim the age structure of fish being caught
world. A highly migratory pelagic species, they trav- suggests the population is not growing and may be
erse thousands of miles on their annual migration
declining. They use population models developed
from breeding to feeding grounds and back. Each year over decades, but no system is perfect and many have
western Atlantic bluefin travel from the Gulf of Mexi- criticized the accuracy or intent of the current system.
co to as far north as Nova Scotia, and sometimes as
On the other side are anglers, perhaps more interfar east as the Mediterranean and even the North Sea.
Because they are sought by so many nations they are ested in the sustainability of the fishery rather than the
managed by international treaty, with each nation con- fish. However, they also understand you can’t have
one without the other. In addition to fighting for no
tinually vying for a larger share of the quota.
further reductions in their take, they’re also asking the
Meanwhile, managers squabble amongst themscientific community to take a closer look at the catch
selves and with anglers and dealers about how many and the methods they use to evaluate populations.
fish should or can be caught while still maintaining a
.

We unite all anglers through performance-engineered, technical gear designed to
fuel your passion and pursuit no matter when, where or how you fish.

HUKGEAR.COM

The methods used to collect bluefin pop- larger proportion of the fishing community,
ulation data have undergone extensive peer that leaves a gaping hole in the data set used
review and are sound. However, the process to assess bluefin population status.
by which that information is used to assess
population status has received considerable
criticism, particularly in recent years.
Among other things, fishery managers use
data from recreational and commercial fishing effort and landings. On the recreational
side they use voluntary reporting and surveys from a sample of anglers, which they
extrapolate across the fishery. On the commercial side they use angling effort and
mandatory reporting. Critics question the
combined results as comparing apples and
oranges.
Among the potential flaws in recreational
results are the reliability of reporting and
the accuracy and value of limited angler intercept surveys. How honest and accurate
are the fishermen in reporting fish caught
and kept or released? Are there enough surveys to get an accurate picture of what’s really going on? Recreational anglers also primarily target fish under 73 inches while
commercial anglers can only keep those 73
inches or over. Commercial catch data are
presumably more accurate due to mandatory reporting.

Tuna under 73 inches are now showing up in
such abundance they are becoming a nuisance to
commercial anglers, but could be a big boost for
recreational tuna fishermen.

While smaller fish tend to be less common in northern areas they’ve shown up
with increasing frequency in recent years in
the Gulf of Maine. Commercial anglers now
regularly report, to no-one in particular,
catching and releasing multiply short fish sometimes as many as 6, 8 and even 10 in a
Age structure is a key component in eval- single 24-hour trip. None of this inforuating population status. An abundance of mation is currently being used in the popuyounger fish indicates higher recruitment - a lation assessment. Consequently, results are
growing population. More older fish in the skewed toward an aging population with
harvest may suggest a problem. However,
low recruitment. Efforts are underway to
commercial anglers are not required to re- remedy this. In the meantime, fishermen
port the number of short fish (under 73
may be faced with quota cutbacks based on
inches) caught and released. And because
flawed interpretation of insufficient inforcommercial fishermen represent a much
mation.

( 2-4 passengers )

It’s summer in Maine and the kids are out of school and looking for something to do.

Whether you’re from
away or just down the
road, there’s no better
way to fill a few hours,
or an entire afternoon
than taking your kids
out for a fishing adventure.

Mackerel and pollock are super
abundant in the waters of Casco
Bay, and are easy and fun to catch.

Even the “big kids” will
have a good time. And
you’ll have something to
take home for dinner.

You’ll also see plenty of
seabirds and other wildlife.

Sport Fishing With Sport-Ventures

by Capt. Bob Humphrey

If you enjoy wading, swimming or surfing
off the beaches in Maine you probably don’t
want to read any further. But if you’re an angler longing for the chance to battle a fish that
could outweigh you and possibly outlast you,
read on.
Each summer, as tourists flock to the beaches, the offshore waters attract big, toothy predators, some stretching 7 feet or more and outweighing several men. Taking them on requires
a seaworthy boat, stout tackle, a strong back
and some degree of familiarity with the species
you seek.
Before you invest in all the necessary gear
you may want to consider a charter to try it out.
But be forewarned, once you get bitten there’s
no turning back. You’ll soon realize you’re
gonna need a bigger boat, more rods and reels
and a bag full of tackle.

Let’s start with the blue shark, the
bread and butter species of New England shark fishing. By mid-summer, as
waters warm into the 60s and above,
blues begin migrating into our waters
chasing abundant schools herring, squid
and mackerel. A good day’s fishing can
usually produce three or four fish but
double-digit days are not uncommon.
Average size is around 5-6 feet with
larger blues reaching and sometimes exceeding 10 feet!

The blue shark (Prionace glauca) is a species of requiem shark that
inhabits deep waters in the world's temperate and tropical oceans.
Blues are a pelagic species, meaning they roam the open ocean in
search of prey.

The next most common species, and a
year-round resident is the porbeagle. The
waters outside Casco Bay are a pupping
ground for ‘beagles and are usually rife
with young sharks in the 3-4 foot range,
along with their much larger parents,
some weighing several hundred pounds.
Next on the list is the thresher. The top
blade of their tail, which they use to stun
prey, is often as long as their entire body. Porbeagles (Lamna nasus) are in the Lamnid shark family, a group
that can increase their body temperature. As a result, porbeagles
Though less common, most specimens
are able to remain in Maine waters year-round. .
caught in our waters are several hundred
pounds and five feet or more—not counting
the tail. They’re also aggressive fighters,
challenging the stoutest of anglers as they
make long, deep runs stressing all the but the
strongest anglers and tackle.

Thresher sharks are known for using their long, bullwhip
tails to slash schools of bait, stunning their prey then returning to gobble them up. This thresher breached by our
boat shortly after showing up on the screen.

The prize for most shark fish-ianados is the
mako. Though uncommon, their numbers have
been increasing in the Gulf of Maine in recent
years and catch rates are on the rise. Makos
are known for being extremely aggressive
with blistering runs and spectacular leaps
when hooked. Average size range is 5-6 feet
but larger specimens are caught, or at least
hooked and fought. Makos are also valued for
their meat, which is similar to swordfish in
flavor and texture.

New Kid on the Block
While they’ve always been here, another
species of shark has recently made its presence
and abundance more known. Following similar research being conducted on Cape Cod,
The Maine Department of Marine Resources
began setting out submarine receivers to record the presence of great white sharks. In the
summer of 2020 they recorded more than a
dozen different tagged white sharks between
Small Point and Cape Elizabeth. Given the
small proportion of white sharks that are actually tagged, and the likelihood of them swimming close enough to receivers, biologists estimate there could be several hundred white
sharks off our coast each summer.
In the fall of 2020 Sport-Ventures began a cooperative effort with Maine DMR, The Atlantic Shark
Institute and the University of Arizona’s Sulikowski Shark Lab to study white sharks in Maine.
Though we failed to catch any, we will be back on the water in 2021 to try again.

The captain and crew of the Falcon IV annually fish the Spring Point Shootout. To see the
exciting action from past seasons check out
the videos on the Sport-Ventures YouTube
Channel.

Our goal at Sport-Ventures is to see that you enjoy the sporting
adventure of a lifetime, an experience you’ll want share with
family and friends and look back on fondly for years to come.

Words and pictures are okay, but memories fade over time.
While nothing compares to live action, video offers the next
best thing.

Let Sport-Ventures Productions create a video of your expedition
that will capture all the sights, sounds and action so you can
share and re-live those great memories again and again.
*Only available on select trips. Pricing available upon request.

Listing Agent

Birdwatching, or birding, as it’s now called, is one
of the most popular forms of outdoor recreation,
contributing more than $80 billion to the U.S. economy. Participants range from casual backyard bird
watchers to serious enthusiasts who travel the
world in search of new species they can add to their
life list. Whether you’re a “lister” or merely looking
to see something different, a day on the water will
provide a variety of species seldom if ever seen
from land. Furthermore, a trained naturalist can
help you identify some you’ve likely overlooked.
Let’s take a look.

Also fairly common are ring-billed gulls, which
seem a smaller version of the herring gulls. Laughing
gulls are another medium-sized species who’s mantle (back and wings) is a shade somewhere between
herring and black-packed gulls. Breeding adults
sport a distinctive black head while the juveniles are
more indistinct. Smaller still are the Bonaparte’s
gulls, often seen during spring and fall migration.

Even before leaving the dock you’ll see gulls soaring overhead or loafing in the harbor. “Sea gulls” is
the generic term ascribed to them but there’s actually quite a variety. Most common are the larger
herring gull, with its pale gray mantle, and the darker great black-backed gull.
You might also see a few dainty terns around the
harbor but a boat offers a better view. Several islands around Casco Bay support nesting colonies,
which you can approach close enough to potentially
identify three or four different species including
common, roseate, Arctic and least terns. But the
real exciting stuff lies offshore.
Herring and great black-backed gulls are among the more common seabirds seen along the coast.

As you leave the mainland and even the islands
behind you start to see new and different birds - pelagics - free-ranging birds of the open sea. Moving
closer, the swarm of gliding, diving dots materializes
into gannets, plummeting from great heights into
the ocean as they ravage a school of baitfish. Nearing the melee you might even see the spouts and
fins of common dolphins or harbor porpoises menacing the school.

The sight of soaring birds and the scent of oily fish
soon draws in other offshore wanderers. First come
the shearwaters. Smaller cousins of the albatross,
they glide effortlessly over the wavetops, and literally swim underwater to chase down prey. Next come
the storm petrels, tiny dancers no larger than a
swallow, they pitter-patter along the water’s surface
gleaning tiny scraps of fish and larval crustaceans.

Some species, like the shearwaters and storm petrels are actually wintering up here, in the summer.
In the fall they’ll migrate to the southern hemisphere where they breed. At the same time, breeding birds from the far north migrate down through
our waters.
Among the first to show up are the jaegers, who
follow the tern migration, harassing the smaller
birds and stealing food from them in a behavior biologists call kleptoparasitism. We typically see three
jaeger species: parasitic, long-tailed and pomarine.
On rare occasions you might even see the larger
skuas.
Next to
arrive is the
northern fulmar. Often
mistaken for
a small gull, it
is actually a
member of
the tubenose family.
Like the
shearwater, it has enlarged nostril tubes it used to
detect the scent of fish from long distances.
There are even some surprises seen too, especially when tropical storms blow southern vagrants off
course. Even the common seabirds are uncommon
to most landlubbers so if you’re looking to add a few
to your life list climb on board and head offshore.

Coastal and Pelagic Seabird Tours

Whale — Dolphin Cruises

While cod have plummeted to perilously low numbers, haddock have rebounded to levels even fisheries managers never dreamed possible, and recreational fishermen are reaping the benefits of lengthy seasons and liberal bag limits.

As the graphics clearly show, haddock catch
rates have grown exponentially in recent years. This
has occurred despite declining angler effort due to
cod restrictions, suggesting haddock populations are
soaring. And anyone who has been offshore in the
past couple years will agree as daily limits for all anglers aboard are routine. In fact, after their anglers
limit out on haddock, many charter captains then
move off into deeper water seeking other species.
That’s because haddock aren’t the only species of New England groundfish that have experienced a recent resurgence. Oft’ overlooked species
like Pollack and whiting are around in size and number enough to make venturing offshore on a charter
or head boat well worth the cost and effort.

Compared to cod, which will often bite just about
anything big and shiny, haddock can sometimes
be more picky. Tandem rigs with colored flies are
often a better choice, and adding bait like surf
clams will increase catch rates significantly.

Haddock have long had a bad rap compared to
cod. In fact, the black spot on their side is sometimes referred to as the Devil’s Thumbprint, signifying their status compared to that of the
“sacred” cod. If given a choice between the two,
I’ll push aside cod and go for the haddock any
day.
Minimum length for haddock is 17 inches but anglers would be wise to release smaller, legal fish as
you should have no trouble catching a limit of fish
20 inches or longer.

Q: What is Maine Saltwater Fishing?
A: MSF is a consortium of fishing guides, charter captains, outdoor communicators, government and nongovernment conservation organizations, tackle manufacturers and retailers and commercial and recreational anglers all devoted to a single mission: To preserve,
promote and enhance recreational and commercial
saltwater fishing in all marine waters accessible from
Maine.

Q: How do I join?
A: It’s really very simple. To join us, you need only go to the Maine Saltwater Fishing Facebook page and
ask to become a member.

Q: How much does it cost?
A: Only as much as you’re willing to give. There are no dues or fees but you get out of the organization
what you and others put into it. The more you and others contribute in terms of pictures, stories, advice
and information, the more everyone gets out of it.

Q: What are the benefits of being a member?
A: See above. The potential benefits are limited only by the membership. By sharing tips on tackle, technique, timing and sometimes even location, members can benefit by catching more fish. Find out what
the fish are biting on, and when. Had a great experience with a guide? Share your comments with others
who might be looking for one. Did you take a great trophy shot or sunset pic? Share it with those who
might not have made it out on the water today, this week or this month. Got a gripe with the regulations?
Share your comments. By working cooperatively and through our collective voice we CAN even change
policy and regulation, at the state and national level. Numbers and votes matter.

Dancin’ a Jig
Face it: fishermen are gear junkies. The myriad shiny objects that fill tackle boxes and bags
do as much, maybe more, to attract anglers as
they do to attract fish. Of all the tackle in your
bag, I contend the jig may be the most underrated. Let’s take a look at this versatile lure type,
from the top down.
For all intents and purposes, the venerable
Sabiki rig is little more than a stringer of tiny
jigs. Drop it over the side in the right place and
you’ll soon fill every hook with mackerel, or harbor pollack if you go a little deeper. Go deeper
still and there’s no telling what you might pull
up. We’ve caught cod, haddock, whiting and
even squid on Sabikis. If you want bigger fish,
simply use bigger hooks.
If you prefer a single hook, the basic diamond
jig is hard to beat for mackerel or pollack,
whether fishing from shore, dock or boat. In the
latter case, you can up-size and drop down to
catch cod, haddock and other groundfish.
Choose diamond or Norwegian jigs in the 4-12ounce range depending on depth and current.
Add a strip of clam or squid and you’ll realize a
significant difference in catch rate, or at least
bite rate.

Baited hooks work, but jigs will consistently outperform them for rough, bottom feeders like
cunner, tautog and black sea bass. You can always add bait to sweeten the attraction.

Speaking of bass, this is where jigs really show
their effectiveness and versatility. The venerable bucktail is a tried and true striper slayer
when cast into a rip of suspended over structure. A simple leadhead jig with a soft
bait is hard to beat
for everything from
schoolies to cows.
Simply up-size
both hook and lure
If you really want to get fancy, jigs come in all for bigger fish.
manner of colors, shapes and sizes, some acHard jigs are
curately resembling baitfish, others flashy and
equally effective
attractive.
but used less often.
Yet they can be
great on suspended fish and getting
through a school of smaller fish to reach the big
ones below.

Sea Falcon® Premium Handmade
Lures Now Available in the U.S.

Every Sea Falcon® lure is based on a hand-carved
original created by CEO and Chief Designer Tetsuya
Itou, one of Japan's foremost lure designers.

Sea Falcon plugs feature a Hybrid Structure for superior action and strength. A thick, high-float resin
coating protects the lure from even the biggest,
toothiest fish. This ensures that it does not absorb
water and become heavy, which can slow the movement of poorer quality lures. Inside is a balsa core
and lead weight designed and positioned for perfect
balance and buoyancy to achieve extremely accurate lure control.

Sea Falcon jigs are available in a wide variety of colors and sizes, each with a specific dive profile allowing you to fine tune your presentation to entice even
the pickiest biters. There are many factors to consider when slow pitch jigging and Sea Falcon has developed a specification chart for each jig. This indicates the fall speed, weight balance, pause time,
current, pulling resistance and slide width that each
lure has and maps them out on an easy to understand chart on the Sea Falcon website. www.seafalconusa.com

The Huk NXTLVL 10.5" is the ultimate fishing short
built for optimal comfort and performance. Featuring our high stretch, quick drying, stain release and
anti-Microbial SPF rated fabric, The Huk Next Level
Short is the definition of technical performance.
The Next Level incorporates Huk's famous ever
adjustable waistband, perforated back yoke, zippered back pocket, a cargo pocket and gusseted
crotch for maximum mobility. You'll never want to
fish without this fully featured short again.

One More Cast
The Art of Compromise
by Capt. Bob Humphrey
Fisheries management is a difficult and often
thankless job. Managers must balance the needs
and desires of recreational and commercial consumers with what’s best for the resource, while also considering variables like changes in data collection and analysis, fishing pressure and water
temperature fluctuations (notice I didn’t say
“changes”). They can only please some of the people, some of the time and it is sometimes said, “If
you’re not pissing someone off you’re not doing
your job.
Take striped bass, for example. Despite the recent glut of smaller, younger fish that has invaded
coastal waters over the last three years, resource
managers tell us the species is in trouble. According to stock assessments - based on larger, breeding-age fish - stripers are currently over-fished. We
need to reduce fishing mortality, and the greatest
impact is from recreational catch-and-release fishing. It seems counterintuitive but it’s true. Meanwhile, recreational fishermen argue the striped bass
should be strictly a game species, with no commercial fishery. Is it fair to take the resource away
from a traditional user group that has far less impact on the resource?

flawed. Scientists themselves are somewhat reluctant to entertain new information, partly because it
means refining and even changing population models based on past information, possibly confounding existing management plans and quotas.
Somewhat ironically, sings of optimism come
from perhaps our most imperiled saltwater resource: groundfish. Two decades ago the scientists
and managers told us that haddock stocks could
never fully recover. Now they’re beyond recovery
levels and actual catch is not even close to allowable catch. Still, they limit our fishing days and bag
limits for haddock because of potential catch and
release mortality on cod. It seems again, we can’t
have our fish cakes and eat them too.

However, fisheries managers do listen to everyone with a concerned and reasonable voice. After a
groundfish workshop involving public input, they
want back to their respective labs and offices and
took a closer look at the data. They examined fish
populations on a smaller, more localized scale and
as a result, liberalized bag limits for both haddock
and cod.

The wheels of science turn slowly, and far too
often are further impeded by meddling from politicians, in-fighting among user groups and pressure
from an uninformed public. Perhaps we should be
more patient and let them do their jobs, holding
Bluefin tuna offer another example. The fishery their feet to the fire to ensure they do it properly
has been declared healthy and sustainable by some and responsibly. But we bear some responsibility
factions of the scientific community, and imperiled as well, to educate ourselves and promote proand even endangered by others. Both commercial grams that offer the best compromise.
and recreational fishermen endured quota reductions and ever stricter regulations that appear to
have worked as intended. With a robust resource,
fishermen in certain categories or geographical areas want a bigger slice of the pie. That means taking
it away from someone else.
While they argue amongst themselves, preservationists push for further quota cutbacks, based on
population models that most scientists admit are

